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General impression  
Please describe your stay in 4-5 
sentences 

Lucerne is really beautiful and picturesque. People were always helpful and nice. I 
had a wonderful time during my exchange. I not only got a chance to travel Europe 
but also had an opportunity to interact with people from so many different countries 
and cultures.  

Entry/ arrival in Switzerland 
Immigration formalities, visa  

At first it seemed a bit overwhelming but The Mobility Office was really helpful.       

Searching for rooms/ accommo-
dation   
Experiences and useful addresses    

Fortunately  for me  accommodation  was provided by the university  as I requested 
for it. But my accommodation was Emmenbruke  (gerliswilstrasse 10)which was a bit 
disappointing as we had an under construction  building plus it was not  as good as 
the other accommodation (Steinhof) 

Public transportation  
Train, bus, accessibility of university 
buildings 

The transportation was very efficient as it took only ten minutes by train to reach the 
university.  

Prearrangements   
Registration for courses, language 
tests, academic records 

I loved the idea of how the university after registration allows you time to see the 
courses and then decide which are the ones we want to continue with for purpose of 
examination.  

Information on university 
Location, size, infrastructure 

I loved the location of the university its very close to Bhanof  plus we have lake right 
outside and a small beach nearby. 

German course at the university 
„German for Beginners“ visited? 
Content of course, usage 

The Intensive German Course was not only helpful but a good icebreaker as 
well.      

Studying at the university  
Content of lectures, credits,  
assessments 

I was pretty happy with most of the classes and their reader except one where the 
course turned out very different from what it was suppose to be and reader was more 
often confusing regarding the said course.      

Assistance at the university  
Student advisors, Mobility Office, 
mentors, contact with other students  

Mobiltiy office and Mentors were always helpful and always tried to solve whatever 
issues we had.  

Budgeting 
Living costs, study material,  
money transfer  

The study material and Cafeteria food was pretty pocket friendly but I was really 
disappointed by the cost of my accommodation (Emmenbruke)not because of the 
price per se but because of the standard and quality I got at the said accommodation.  

Living/ leisure 
Meeting places, sports, culture   

I got a chance to interact with a lot of social event organized by SOL and Fajulu. 
Especially JUS on Cruise.  

Comparison  
What is better/ worse at the Univer-
sity of Lucerne compared to your 
home university? 

Professors at UNILU are more interactive and helpful compared to my home universi-
ty. But lack to events to incorporate Exchange Students with UNILU Students some-
how made all Erasmus student interact less with UNILU students exceot the ones we 
had in our class, which weren’t many as I took only English Courses. 

 

 

  


